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Article abstract
A Blind Stare
Anti-Clericalism as a Resuit of Excessive Universalist Humanism in Algeria
This article is about the extreme difficulty of the French to apprehend Islam
since their encounter with it in Algeria at the beginning of the XIXth century.
The central question here concems the specifie status given to religion in
France since the French Revolution. More specifically, it tums around the
complex links that the social sciences entertain with religion. The article
focusses in particular on a model that deals with the oscillation between
knowledge and non knowledge about Islam, which tends to minimize (or
eradicate) Islam in North-Africa. This is more évident in the writings of the
Republicans and the nativists than in those of the settlers and the right wing. It
is illustrated in the fact that, during the War of Independence, the National
Front of Liberation was seen as laical, repeating thereby the relation between
the Christian left and the French Communist Party (1940-1945). The article
identifies the roots of this repeated mis-recognition of Islam in a tenacious
anti-clericalism whose nature is more cognitive than ideological. This
anti-clericalism refers to three fears : the rejection of the Ancien Regime, the
risks that religion could represent for the State and finally the positivism's
refusai of belief, emotion and irrationality.
Key words : Colonna, anti-clericalism. Islam, left Christians, social agents
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